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Abstract In this paper, a two-dimensional numerical model is developed for wave

simulation and propagation in a wave flume. The fluid flow is assumed to be viscous

and incompressible and Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are used as governing

equations. Standard k-ε model is used to model turbulent flow. The Navier-Stokes

equations are discretized using staggered grids finite difference method and solved by

SMAC method. Waves are generated and propagated using a piston type wave maker.

An open boundary condition is used at the end of numerical flume. Some standard

tests such as lid-driven cavity, constant unidirectional velocity field, shearing flow and

dam-break on dry bed are performed to valid the model. To demonstrate the capability

and accuracy of the present method, the results of generated waves were compared with

available wave theories. Finally, clustering technique (CT) is used for mesh generation

and the best condition is suggested.
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1 Introduction

Numerical wave tank (NWT) is widely used on studies of offshore structures. Several
researches have been focused on this topic in the past decade. Contento[1], Grilli et al.[2],
Fochesato et al.[3], and Ducrozet et al.[4] considered the fluid to be inviscid to generate waves
in a numerical wave tank. While Park et al.[5], Li and Lin[6] considered it as viscous. For wave
generation and propagation in viscous fluid flow, there is a need for an accurate representation
of the interface separating two immiscible fluids (air and water). Different numerical techniques
such as marker and cell (MAC), height function, level set and volume of fluid (VOF) are de-
signed for interface reconstruction. In VOF method, a fractional volume or colour function is
defined to indicate the fraction of a mesh cell filled with fluid of a particular type[7]. Troch
and De Rouck[8], Choi and Yoon[9] and Zhao et al.[10] used VOF method to generate waves in
a numerical wave tank. In this regard, researchers used different methods for wave generation.
Schaffer and Steenberg[11], Bin and De-zhi[12] and Li and Lin[6] used wave maker theories for
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wave generation. While, Wei et al.[13], Lara et al.[14] and Lin and Karunarathna[15] used mass
source function of the continuity equation. Shin et al.[16] developed a numerical model for wave
generation on a continuously deforming bed. The above literature review shows that the focus
in previous works is mostly on methods of wave generation and less attentions is paid on tech-
niques of mesh generation. In this research, a numerical model was developed to generate Airy
and solitary waves in a numerical wave tank using RANSE and different wave maker theories.
To increase the accuracy of interface reconstruction, CT-VOF technique was used.

2 Governing equations

In this research, the fluid is considered to be Newtonian, viscous and incompressible. There-
fore, 2D continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are used as:

∇ · V = 0, (1)

ρ
(∂V

∂t
+ (V · ∇)V

)
= −∇p + ρg + ∇ · (µ(∇V + ∇V T)), (2)

where t is the time, V is the velocity vector, p is the dynamic pressure, µ is the kinematic fluid
viscosity, ρ is the density and g is the gravity acceleration. In the turbulent flow, the effect of
turbulence can be considered using eddy viscosity models[17]. Researchers have used different
models such as k-ε and k-w[18–21] to model turbulent flow. In the turbulent flow, the effect
of turbulence can be considered by a variation in viscosity. In this paper, the standard two
equation k-ε model is used, where one equation involves turbulence kinetic energy (k) represents
the velocity scale and the other takes into account turbulent dissipation rate (ε) represents the
length scale. The two-equation k-ε turbulence model to account for the effect of turbulence as
follows:
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, (8)
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Cµk2

ε
, (9)

and Cµ, Cε1, Cε2, σε and σk are defined in Table 1.

Table 1 Coefficients for standard k-ε turbulence model

Cµ Cε1 Cε2 σε σk

0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3
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In this paper, volume of fluid method is used for free surface tracking. The fluid is modeled
by a step function of f(x, y, t) which is equal to one in points where fluid particles exist and
zero elsewhere. This function is expressed as[22–25]

∂f

∂t
+ (ν · ∇)f = 0. (10)

Based on this equation, f varies respect to both time and space which its spectrum can be
represented as:

Fi(t) =
1

Ai

∫

Ai

fi(x, t)dx. (11)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) we have

∂F

∂t
+ (ν · ∇)F = 0, (12)

where F has a specific value in each scalar cell as follows:

F =






1 inside water,

0 inside air,

between 0 and 1 free surface cells.

(13)

In this paper, Youngs’ Volume of Fluid (Y-VOF) method is used to model free surface track-
ing. The interface within cell (i, j) is approximated by a straight line segment with orientation
βi,j which cut the cell in such a way that the fractional fluid volume is satisfied. Four possible
interface reconstructions for Y-VOF method are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Four possible interface reconstruction for Y-VOF method

To calculate βi,j , normal vectors on surface are estimated as:

βi,j = tan−1
(−nx

i,j

ny
i,j

)
, −π ≺ βi,j ≺ π, (14)

nx
i,j =

1

∆x
(Fi+1,i+1 + 2Fi+1,i + Fi+1,i−1 − Fi−1,i+1 − 2Fi−1,i − Fi−1,i−1), (15)

ny
i,j =

1

∆x
(Fi+1,i+1 + 2Fi,i+1 + Fi+1,i+1 − Fi+1,i−1 − 2Fi,i−1 − Fi−1,i−1), (16)

where ∆x and ∆y are the mesh sizes in the x- and y-directions and Fi,j is colour function.
Other parameters are described similarly.

The geometry of the fluid is then used to determine the fluxes through any side on which
the velocity is directed out of the cell. This method is also direct split. It means that the fluxes
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in the x- and y-directions are estimated separately. In application of VOF method, colour
functions in the cells of domain are updated at each time step. Then, domain is considered as
a fluid with variable density and viscosity as

ρeff = Fi,jρwater + (1 − Fi,j)ρair, (17)

µeff = Fi,jµwater + (1 − Fi,j)µair, (18)

νeff =
µeff

ρeff
. (19)

Now, kinematic viscosity (ν) is replaced by the effective kinematic viscosity (νeff) in Eqs. (2)
and (3) as final governing equations.

3 Solution algorithm and stability criteria

In this study, the simplified marker and cell method (SMAC) is used to solve the time-
dependent NSE. The governing equations are discretized on a Cartesian staggered grid system[26].
In this method, a two-step advancement algorithm is used as

Û − Un

∆t
= −convn + Diffn + Bn, (20)

Un+1 − Un

∆t
= −∇Pn+1, (21)

where Un is the velocity field in old time level, Û is the intermediate velocity field, Un+1 is
the new velocity field, convn is the convection term, Diffn is the diffusion term and Bn is
the body force term consist of gravity acceleration. The present method is explicit and first
order in time, whereas the order of the space discretisation depends on the scheme used for the
convective terms. As velocity field should satisfy the continuity equation, if the divergence of
Eq. (21) is taken, the following Poisson’s equation for the pressure is derived as:

∇2Pn+1 =
1

∆t
∇Û . (22)

The intermediate velocity field is obtained by Eq. (20). Then, the pressure distribution in
the new time level is achieved using Eq. (22). Finally, the new velocity field is estimated using
Eq. (21). The position of the free surface is then updated using VOF method. In this procedure,
time step was selected based on two stability criteria[27] as Courant and diffusion conditions as
follows:
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, (23)
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(
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 . (24)

Using the above mentioned relationships, the time step must be selected as the smallest
one in the numerical simulation. One of the key problems for accurately simulation of wave
propagation in a wave flume is the quality of mesh generation. Most of the researchers used
uniform structured grid mesh. In this research, two different clustering techniques are used in
mesh generation as shown in Fig. 2 to find their effect on accuracy of wave generation in NWT.
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Fig. 2 Clustering technique in mesh generation

In local clustering, the height of meshes adjacent to the bottom and top walls and free surface
(hf) are less than those of in other places (hother) so that hf = hother/LCC. In exponential
clustering, the height of meshes is decreased from bottom and top walls towards free surface
location with successive ratio as Exponential Clustering Coefficient (ECC).

4 Model validation

Before using the developed model for wave generation, its performance and accuracy must
be evaluated. In this section a series of standard tests are carried out to validate the model.
4.1 Lid-driven cavity

The fluid flow is in a rectangular container which moves tangentially to itself and parallel
to one of the side walls. Due to the simplicity of the cavity geometry, applying a numerical
method on this flow problem in terms of coding is quite easy and straight forward. Despite its
simple geometry, the driven cavity flow retains a rich fluid flow physics manifested by multiple
counter rotating recirculation regions on the corners of the cavity depending on the Reynolds
number (Re). The model is then run for different Re and results were compared with those of
Ghia et al.[28]. The results for Re = 1000 and 10000 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As can be
seen in these figures, there are a very good agreement between the results.

Fig. 3 Lid-driven cavity test, comparison between results of horizontal velocity of present model and

those of Ghia et al.[28]

4.2 Constant unidirectional velocity field

The simplest test involves advection of a geometric shape in the computational domain.
In this test, the geometric shape should remain intact, and total amount of the fluid within
the region should be conserved. The test examined here is a hollow box being translated by
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Fig. 4 Lid-driven cavity test, comparison between results of vertical velocity of present model and

those of Ghia et al.[28]

a uniform constant velocity field. This is selected to highlight the problem existing in some
recent methods[29]. The 2D Cartesian region of 1 m×1 m is composed equally sized cells. A
square fluid blocks of 0.1 m×0.1 m moves with equal horizontal and vertical velocities of 1 m/s
towards the top right-hand corner of the computational domain. Figure 5 shows the results.
The computational time step in these calculations is 1 × 10−3 sec yields a courant number of
0.1. Results show acceptable agreement between the result of model and exact solution.

Fig. 5 Numerical results of advection test for VOF model validation

4.3 Breaking dam

Another test case used for free surface problem is the collapse of water column over a dry
bed. This test is a very useful benchmark providing extreme conditions to assess the numerical
stability as well as the capability of the model to treat the free surface problem. In this test,
a square computational domain with a length and height of 22.8 cm is set. A water column
with the width and height of 5.7 cm and 11.4 cm is considered at the left of the computational
domain as shown in Fig. 6. The no-slip boundary condition is used for walls. The mesh size
in the x- and y-directions are ∆x = ∆y = 0.1L. The experimental data given by Martin and
Moyce[30] are used for model validation. The results as shown in Fig. 7 prove the accuracy and
capability of the model to free surface modeling.
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Fig. 6 Study domain of dam break modeling Fig. 7 Comparison between the results of
model and the experimental data in
dam break test from Martin and
Moyce[30]

5 Numerical wave tank

In this section, NWT is used for generation of linear and nonlinear waves represented by
airy and solitary waves. The tank had a length of 18 m, width of 1m and depth of 0.9 m. A
piston type wave maker was set at the left lateral boundary. At the cell boundary where the
computational cell is adjacent to the solid cell, a no-slip wall boundary condition is used for
velocity[31]. In adjacent wall, adhesion is not considered. Therefore, the Neumann boundary
condition is used for the color function over there.
5.1 Initial and boundary conditions

The initial condition for pressure was assumed to be hydrostatic in the domain. In the inflow
boundary, the components of velocity are specified and the pressure is extrapolated from the
interior of the computational domain by assuming a zero pressure gradient. The related formulas
are presented in 5.2 and 5.3. For bottom boundary, zero normal velocity and horizontal no-slip
conditions were considered. In the outflow boundary, the pressure is extrapolated from the
interior of the computational domain by assuming a zero pressure gradient. An open boundary
with velocity condition is used in the outflow boundary as follows:

UOpenBoundary = gη
ω

k
, (25)

where ω is the wave angular frequency, k is the wave number, g is the gravity acceleration and
η is the free surface elevation.
5.2 Linear wave

Herein, the small amplitude waves were generated by prescribing the inflow velocities based
on the orbital motion of water particles using the linear wave theory. The relationships between
piston velocity and generated Airy wave characteristics are presented as follows:

Uwavemaker =
2kh + sinh(2kh)

2(cosh(2kh) − 1)
ωa cos(ωt), (26)

where parameter a is the wave amplitude. Here, a wave with a length of 2.8 m and a height
of 0.08 m was generated. At the first step, mesh independency is checked. So, different mesh
numbers in the x and y directions are selected to generate waves in numerical model. To validate
the model, the results are compared with those of linear wave maker theory. For example, the
results belong to the cases with 482, 602, and 723 meshes in the x direction and 52, 62, and 78
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meshes in the y direction are presented in Fig. 8. The existence of a good agreement between
results is evident in this figure.

So, 602×62 meshes is adopted for the future calculations. In the next step, different clus-
tering meshes are used to generate Airy waves. The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

Fig. 8 Mesh independency in generation of Airy wave in NWT

Fig. 9 Comparison of local clustering technique with different clustering coefficients (LCC) used for
Airy wave generation with wave maker theory

Fig. 10 Comparison of exponential clustering technique with different clustering coefficients (ECC)
used for Airy wave generation with wave maker theory

To compare the results obtained using different clustering coefficient in local and exponential
algorithms, two error criteria as sum square error (SSE) and sum absolute error (SAE) are
calculated. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of SSE and SAE errors of different clustering coefficient to generate Airy wave

Error
Local clustering Exponential clustering

LCC=1.1 LCC=1.2 LCC=1.3 LCC=1.4 ECC=1.01 ECC=1.02 ECC=1.03 ECC=1.04

SSE 18.720 3 5.102 1 6.072 5 9.948 2 50.533 1 171.686 5 245.964 6 191.054 9

SAE 30.587 49 15.030 6 17.195 3 23.138 5 54.515 8 100.841 8 120.075 9 105.434 8
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The results show that using local clustering technique using coefficient LCC=1.2 gives the
most accurate results for Airy waves.
5.3 Solitary wave

In this section, developed model is used to generate solitary wave. Solitary wave is a long
wave associated with quasi vertically uniform flow of horizontal velocity. Therefore, piston-type
wave maker seems to be a suitable generation device for this type of wave. The usual procedure
for long-wave and more specifically solitary wave generation consists of matching the paddle
velocity at each position in time with the vertically averaged horizontal velocity of the wave.
This can be expressed as:

dX

dt
= u(X, t), (27)

where X is the paddle position along the x-axis and u(X, t) is the long wave depth-averaged
horizontal velocity in location x and time t.

There are different laws of motion for paddle to generate solitary waves. A solitary wave is
a steady solution in the wave co-moving frame travelling at the wave phase speed c (celerity).
Hence, Eq. (27) can be re-written as

dX

dθ
=

u(θ)

c − u(θ)
, (28)

where θ = ct − X . u(θ) can be obtained as[32–33]:

u(θ) =
cA sec h2(βθ/2)

h0 + A sec h2(βθ/2)
, (29)

where A is the solitary wave amplitude, h0 is the mean water depth, c is the phase speed and
β is the outskirts decay coefficient. Integrating Eqs. (28) and (29) yields

X(t) =
2A

h0β tanh(β(ct − X(t))/2)
. (30)

The total stroke of the paddle S can be deduced as

S =
4A

h0β
. (31)

The two solitary wave expressions differ in terms of the values of c and β. There are some
equations such as Goring[8], shallow water first order/KdV[34] and Shallow water second order[35]

to model the paddle motion. In this study, the Boussinesq solitary wave equation presented
by Goring is used to generate solitary waves. For c and β based on the best agreement with
experimental work, the following relations are presented:

c =
√

g(h0 + A), (32)

β =

√
3A

h3
0

. (33)

Finally, paddle movement is expressed as:

X(t) = SG tanh
( t

τ
− 0.5

)
, (34)
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where SG and τ are the total stroke and duration of the paddle motion respectively as

SG = 4
√

Ah0/3, (35)

τ =
4

βc

(
tanh−1(0.999 9) +

A

h0

)
. (36)

Here, a Solitary wave with a wave length of 18.0 m and a wave height of 0.06 m was generated
considering mesh independency problem. For validation of the model, the results are compared
with those of nonlinear wave maker theory. The results for cases with 482, 602, and 723 meshes
in the x-direction and 52, 62, and 78 meshes in the y-direction in Fig. 11 show existence of a
good agreement between results.

Fig. 11 Mesh independency in generation of solitary wave in NWT

In this step, different mesh types as shown in Fig. 1 with 602×62 meshes and different
clustering coefficients are used to generate solitary waves. Figures 12 and 13 show the results.

Fig. 12 Comparison of local clustering tech-
nique with different clustering coef-
ficients (LCC) used forsolitary wave
generation with wave maker theory

Fig. 13 Comparison of exponential clustering
technique with different clustering
coefficients (ECC) used for solitary
wave generation with wave maker
theory

To compare the results obtained using different clustering coefficients, SSE and SAE are
calculated. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Comparison of SSE and SAE errors of different clustering coefficients to generate solitary
waves

Error
Local clustering Exponential clustering

LCC=1.1 LCC=1.2 LCC=1.3 LCC=1.4 ECC=1.01 ECC=1.02 ECC=1.03 ECC=1.04

SSE 179.503 130.957 136.466 8 136.903 4 139.764 7 104.778 8 111.933 134.1

SAE 250.555 213.726 216.979 9 215.608 7 211.953 3 183.779 187.451 208.8

The results show that using exponential clustering using coefficient ECC=1.02 gives the
most accurate results for solitary wave generation.
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6 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, a numerical wave tank is simulated to generate linear and nonlinear waves.
In the develop model, The Navier-Stokes equations were used as governing equations. These
equations were discretized by finite difference method in staggered grids and solved using SMAC
method. To validate the model, the results are compared with those of linear and nonlinear
wave maker theories. The existence of a good agreement between developed code results and
theory was evident. The results also showed that using local clustering technique with clustering
coefficient of 1.2 and exponential clustering technique with clustering coefficient of 1.02 gives
the best results for linear and nonlinear wave generation.
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